
Dear parents, grandparents and friends,  

Return to school with relief 

It seems that lockdowns may be a recurring theme this year. We were so proud of the positive manner in which our students 

returned to school on Tuesday. It has been a positive, settled week, with students and staff focused on the routine of teaching 

and learning, and the fun of being with friends. 

 

Assembly 

Today at assembly, some students from 1/2B shared their recent poetry writing. Our students in this part of the school are 

justifiably proud of the work they have done on their haiku poems and odes. Ruby, Shelby, Alexander, Spencer and Archie 

were excited to share. See their poems further in the newsletter.  

 

Parent Opinion Survey Reminder                                                                                                                                                             

Thank you to all families who are taking the time to complete the online Parent Opinion survey. This was sent to 85 randomly 

selected families on Tuesday. The survey closes on Friday 3rd September 

 

Buddies and Mates                                                                                                                                                                                         

Every fortnight, our students get together in their Buddies and Mates groups. The prep students work with their grade 6 bud-

dies, while students from grade 1 to grade 5 work in a mixed age group of ‘mates’.  Buddies and Mates is an important well-

being program in our school, and provides opportunities for students to build positive relationships with students from other 

classrooms and with different teachers in the school. Students stay in the same group for the entire year. Our next Buddies 

and Mates activity will take place during Book Week in week 7. The students will enjoy literacy activities in a session with their 

mixed-age peers.  

 

Principal’s Day                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Sami and I were overwhelmed with beautiful thoughts and messages from our school community for National Principal’s Day. 

A big, heartfelt thank you to our wonderful school community from both of us!  

 

Danalicious! Our school community’s cookbook                                                                                                                                         

Please add some favourite family recipes for our community cookbook. The Cookbook will be titled 

“Danalicious!” and is expected to be ready for sale in term 4.  

Please see the back page of the newsletter for more information.  
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OOB ~  NOAH 

For the positive way you have approached our writing tasks this week. It has been lovely to see you having 
a red hot go when writing your postcard and doing so with a big smile on you face. Great work, Noah! 

00C ~  OTTO 

For his fantastic transition back to school after remote learning. Otto has displayed an en-
thusiastic approach to learning by always trying his best and helping his classmates. Keep it 
up! 

 

 

  

                                                                  
1/2B ~   EDDIE 

For following instructions and having a red hot go at your tasks this week. I can’t wait to read your story 
about grumpy cat! 

1/2H ~  HANNAH 

For tuning into all class learning at the beginning of the day more swiftly. Hannah, I’m so 
very proud of the decisions you are beginning to make when thing about the different posi-
tive choices in your learning. WELL DONE, SUPERSTAR! 

 1/2K ~   TJ 

For the way he has stayed focussed in the classroom. TJ, I love your 
grit and determination that you are showing more and more. 

1/2R ~  RHYCE 

For the positive way you approached learning this 
week. Rhyce, you showed such enthusiasm and      
creativity with your writing this week, I can’t wait to 
read your finished ladybug story! You also made a 
‘pun-tastic’ Rhyce-cycling joke that kept us all amused 

                     in maths! 

 

3/4M ~   ASTRID 

For the fantastic way you are approaching your learning. You give all tasks your very best, challenge your-
self and ask questions. Keep it up, superstar! 

3/4P ~   CAHILL 

For displaying a growth mindset towards all learning tasks. You challenged yourself in maths 
to read analogue and digital times accurately. Fantastic work reading and creating timeta-
bles with different activities to create a holiday plan. Keep up the amazing effort, superstar. 

 3/4R ~  SPENCER 

For consistently displaying excellence, resilience and persistence. He is aiming 
high with everything he does and constantly seeks feedback to improve his 
work. His display of excellence has been impressive in all areas. Top work,  
superstar 

 

 

5/6P ~     MIA 

For the active role that she played with her Literature Circle sessions. Mia, it was wonderful to see you 
demonstrate your confidence of the Quizmaster role. Your evaluation questions allowed your group to pre-
sent their thoughts and opinions on the text, Hold Fast. Keep up the great work, superstar! 

5/6W ~  NOAH 

For always being a kind and caring member of the classroom. You are constantly looking out 
for those around you and have continued to show a growth mindset towards all your learn-
ing this week. You rock, Noah!  

 

 

 



Dates: 
**All dates may be subject to change  

according to community restrictions  

 

Wednesday 18th August 

ICAS (English) 

 

Tuesday 17th & Tuesday 24th August 

Gymnastics Excursion ~ Grade 5/6 

 

Thursday 19th  & Friday 20th August 

Life Education Van Visit ~ Prep to Grade 2 

Hop Temple Music Bingo Night 

 

Monday 23rd August 

ICAS (Science) 

 

Monday 23rd August to Friday 27th August 

Book Week    

 

Friday 3rd September  

ICAS (Maths) 

 

    

 

A BIG Congratulations to Evie on achieving her 2nd Gold Certificate for 2021. 

Well done and keep up the great work! 

LOST PROPERTY 

Our lost property basket in the 

sick bay is overflowing with jumpers, along with other items of 

clothing.  

Please encourage your child to have a look for items they may 

have misplaced. In addition, feel free to come and look through 

the assortment of ‘found’ items in the sick bay.  



By Alex 



Book Week: “Old Worlds, New Worlds, Other Worlds” 21-27 August 

We are getting very excited for Book Week coming up in Week 7. Renee from Faraway Storytelling will 

be here on the Wednesday and Thursday of Book Week to perform an interactive story telling session in 

our library, transporting the students into other worlds. Each class will also have a Buddies and Mates 

session on this year’s theme.  

Unfortunately, we won’t be having a dress up parade on the Friday but it will be back next year!  

 

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 

Ask your child about…..Reflection 

During lessons, students are asked to reflect upon their learning. This could occur at any time during a les-

son, and usually at the completion of the lesson. Our students are encouraged to ask themselves: 

“What am I learning?” This refers to the learning intention. 

“How am I going?” This refers to the success criteria. 

“What are my next steps for success?” This again refers to the success criteria.  

At our school, we use formative assessment strategies to close the gap between where a student is in their 

learning, and where they need to be. We are empowering our students to ask and answer these questions 

so that they can have ownership of their learning. Teachers use a range of strategies to help students to 

articulate their reflections on their learning. This process also gives teachers feedback on the learning pro-

gress.  

“In fist to 5, I am a 4 for solving money problems.” 

“The Very Important Points (VIP) for fluent reading are: Stop at the full stop, pause at a comma, make my 

voice go up at a question mark and down at a full stop.” 

“I am in the driver’s seat on the bus when I’m editing my writing. I can manage all of the success criteria 

well.” 

It is most important that children are able to travel safely 

to and from school and using the available crossing 

points. Recently we have been made aware that some 

cars are dangerously double-parking, forcing students to 

walk onto the road in order to enter a car. A small number of cars are parking across resi-

dents’ driveways, which is also dangerous. Our school is situated on some of Ballarat’s 

busiest streets and intersections. The safety of our students is of highest priority. Thank you 

for your support in this matter.  

Road Safety  



 

 

 

Last week the Life Education team, including Harold, came to visit all  the 3-6 students. Each class 

worked on topics around health and wellbeing for 90 minutes. In the 3/4 unit they discussed the 

importance of understanding what goes into our bodies. They covered topics around medicines, 

why some people need to take them and how they affect our bodies.  

The 5/6 unit  worked in groups, discussing different strategies and skills around how to build re-

spectful relationships with others, in a program called Relate,  Respect, Connect. 

Our Foundation and 1/2 students will be having their Life Ed session next week on August 19th and 

20th. It will be very exciting for our youngest students to meet Harold and his friends. The founda-

tion classes will be working on how to be a good friend and to know when they are safe or unsafe 

in different situations. The 1/2 unit will be looking into how to grow into a good friend through in-

vestigations into nutrition, personal safety, understanding health messages, physical activity and positive relationships. 

Each classroom is completing follow up tasks after their time in the program, with some fabulous resources that the Life Edu-

cation team left behind. 


